House rule
Dear guests!
My private apartment is intended to be a second home. They should relax and feel good can. I
have taken with the device much effort and hope you find everything you need.
The following house rules is to be a support for a harmonious stay. also I have some rules listed of
which we hope you will find your understanding. By a Ordinary treatment of housing help me in the
future, you and other guests offer satisfactory facilities.

Departure - On departure the apartment is to make swept free by 11.00 am. All used dishes is
clean again give in the cabinets, beds must not be deducted. Before departure all used towels
please throw just in a heap on the floor.
Bathroom - We ask you to avoid calcium deposits the tiles of the shower after shower deducted.
Leave the window, if possible, the door for airing open. In a shower and toilet may no hygiene
products, wastes, food wastes, harmful liquids, fats, etc. thrown or be poured.
Damage - No damaged intentionally stuff, but it can happen to anyone that once something
breaks. If this should happen but, please, we necessarily the damage to report immediately so that
we find this not only after your departure at the final cleaning. The host liable for damages in the
amount of the replacement costs.
Cleaning - The cost of cleaning are paid with the rent. They are on a normal cleaning costs
calculated. If on departure nor particularly heavy soiling or be present to the rinsing dishes, will put
this according to cost.
First Aid - For emergencies, a small plaster box is present, which can be found in the kitchen
cupboard. We but hope you will not need this.
Liability - The landlord is not liable for valuables of the guest / guests.
Kitchen - Please clear the dishes only in clean condition again in the cabinets a same applies for
cutlery, pots and equipment that you have used. Must not waste in the sink, leftovers, harmful
liquids, fats are thrown or poured etc., Since otherwise may unpleasant blockages.
Ventilation - To prevent mold growth, we ask you to ventilate the premises, a minimum 1x airing a
day for 5-10 minutes and especially after showering. Please daytime let Shutters open.
Trash - garbage bags, we make available to you. Please provide full and bag your waste glass
before the garage, we will dispose of it.
Additional costs - water, electricity, heating and waste are, unless otherwise agreed included in
the rent. These costs are calculated for normal consumption, they should be above average, keeps
the landlord, a subsequent debit before.
Smoking - Smoking is prohibited in our apartment. Damage as burn marks and holes in or on
furniture, floor, bedding, etc., have the consequence that we must make this the replacement value
in invoice.
Cleaning - If you time a mishap (extreme dirt, liquids od on the floor. etc.) happen countertops,
please remove it immediately. There are broom, dustpan and mop bucket, mop and cleaning
supplies available.
Rest periods - The apartment is located in a purely residential area. To maintain the best
Neighborhood, we ask you to keep the public peace times like lunch, night and Sunday rest.
Key - Please never give the keys from his hand. A loss of key is immediately to Report and the
guest is responsible for the installation of a new lock cylinder.
Shoes - We ask you, especially in the wet months, no outdoor shoes inside the apartment to to
run.
Due Diligence - We ask our guests to treat the property with care and to ensure that passengers
and members comply with the rental conditions. The front door is at Leaving the house are closed
by key. Likewise, all the windows are are at Leaving the apartment to close to prevent possible
damage from storms or burglary.
Living area - TV and Bluray. Please do not program the device to according to your wishes. You're
welcome go also careful with the DVDs made available to that also the other guests yet énjoy it.
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